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HOMOLOGICAL EQUIVALENCE,
MODULO ALGEBRAIC EQUIVALENCE,
IS NOT FINITELY GENERATED
by HERBERT CLEMENS

o. Introduction
For a three-dimensional complex projective manifold V, let
S^(V) == (group of algebraic one-cycles on V which are homologous to zero modulo
those which are rationally equivalent to zero)
S^(V) == (subgroup of ^»(V) generated by cycles algebraically equivalent to zero).
In general there is a canonically defined Abel-Jacobi mapping
^ : ^(V) ->J(V) ==

(HP^V) + HP^V))*

H3(V;Z)

Sn,Z^
where BT == S^Z,.

In [4], P. Griffiths proved that, if V is a generic quintic hypersurface in P4, then
(o.i)

<W(V))=o.

Also he showed that there exist smooth quintics for which (o. i) holds but
W(V))+o.

The purpose of this paper is to prove the following:
Theorem (o.a). — If V is a generic quintic threefold^ then the vector space
<W(V))8)zd
is not finite dimensional.

Given Griffiths results about ^(^(V)) being generically zero, we obtain:
Corollary (0.3). — If V is a generic quintic threefold^ the abelian group

W)/W)
is not finitely generated.
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We should include a word of warning about the use of the term. (< generic 5?. It
should be taken to mean that there is a countable union of proper closed subvarieties
of the set of all quintic threefolds such that the results hold for all V in the complement
of that countable union.
There are three steps in the proof of (0.2). First we construct an infinite sequence
of rational curves on a generic quintic V such that each curve has negative normal
bundle. Then we deform to quintics with nodes in such a way that exactly one of the
rational curves of the sequence comes to pass through a node. Finally we use the
asymptotic properties of the Abel-Jacobi mapping developed in [i] and [2] to see that
the image of the rational curve which comes to pass through the node <c goes to infinity 5',
while the images of all the other curves of the sequence <c stay finite ". By making
this asymptotic construction, in turn, for different curves of the sequence, we will finally
conclude the theorem.
i. Rational curves on quintic threefolds
Our initial purpose in this section will be to establish that, if

V c p4
is a generically chosen quintic threefold, then there exist infinitely many smooth rational
curves G on V with normal bundle
^c.v^c(~i)^c(--i).
We begin by constructing a smooth quartic surface
(1.1)

Qc=P3

with the following properties:
(1.2)

i) Q, contains three lines Lo, L*i and L^ such that L.o and L^ meet
in a point XQ and L^ does not meet LQ or L^.
ii) The plane through L^ and XQ meets Qresidually in a non-singular
cubic curve.

We construct Q^ by first defining
L^ given by X^ == X3 == o
Lo u Li given by X^ = Xj -- X| = o.

We then consider the fourth degree equation in
X == (XQ, X^, Xg, ^3)
given by
(1.3)
232
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where q and q' are homogeneous of degree 2, and I and /" are homogeneous of degree
one. If these forms are chosen generically, BertinTs theorem allows the conclusion
that the solution set to (1.3) can be singular only at points lying in the singular sets
of each of the four hypersurfaces
XoX, = o,

Xo(X| - Xj) =o,

X3X, = o,

X3(X| - X|) = o.

Thus for generic y, q', ^ /", the solution set for (1.3) is a non-singular quartic Q^. It
is immediate to check that the remaining properties in (1.2) are satisfied.
Lemma (1.4). — For Q^ as in (i.i)-(i.2), (^contains an infinite sequence of smooth
rational curves of strictly increasing degrees.

Proof. — Let
L,+C<,

teP\

be the pencil ofhyperplane sections of Q^ cut out by the planes containing L^. Since
Q^ is smooth, the linear system
L,.G,,

teP\

on Loo is without basepoints. So we have a well-defined morphism
(1.5)

Q,->P1

with fibre G( . The fibre of ( i . 5) containing
A:o==LoOLi
is a smooth cubic by construction, so the generic fibre of (1.5) is a smooth cubic. We
give these cubics a group structure by letting Lo define the c< zero section" of (1.5).
Then L^ defines another section of (1.5) which is the zero element of the fibre for
exactly one value of t e P1, So for generic t, the point L^ n G( is not a point of finite
order on G<. Then it is elementary to see that the sections of (1.5) given on smooth
fibres G( by n(Li.G() for n e Z extend over the singular fibres to give everywhere
defined sections
(1.6)

L^Q,

Furthermore all the L^ are distinct since there exist fibres G< for which (LI.C!() is
not a point of finite order. All L^ are smooth and, by the adjunction formula, the
normal bundle of L^ in Q, is given by
(1.7)

^^(-2).

Since the curves (1.6) form an infinite set of rigid curves in Q, their degrees cannot
be bounded and so the lemma is proved.
233
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Next let K c P3 be any plane, and consider the set of all quintic threefolds
in P having
4

(1.8)

a+K

as the hyperplane section X4 = o. Again, using Bertini's theorem, the singular set
of a generic quintic containing (1.8) must lie inside Q,.K. Suppose y(X) = o
defines Q^ in the hyperplane X4 == o, and /'(X) = o defines K, and Q^ and K meet
transversely. It is easy to compute that, if H denotes the hyperplane given by X4 == o,
and we assume that Q^, K, and the trace of f == o on H meet transversely at a point,
then the quintic hypersurface V given by
(1.9)

^(X)?(X) + X4/(X) = o

has a node at the point. So for a generic quartic form/, the sixteen points where
(i. 10)

^(X) = ?(X) == X, =/(X) = o

are ordinary nodes. An easy application of Bertini's theorem shows there are no other
singularities for generic /.
Next consider the pencil of hyperplane sections
(i. ii)

at(X) - 6X4 == o

(fl, b) e P1

of V, i.e. the pencil with base locus K. If we denote the hyperplane (i. 11) by HL ^,
then
(i.ia)

H(^).V=K+Q^),

where Q,(a,&) ls given by the equation
(1.13)

o = ^(Xo, ..., X3, o) + AV(Xo, . . . , X3, o) + ^(. . . ) + . . .

3

in P . Our original quartic Q, occurs as Q,(O,I)? ^d the rational family of quartic
surfaces {Q,(^&)}, considered as a curve in the projective space of all quartics in P3, can
be made to assume any direction at Q by adjusting the choice ofy(X).
Now pick one of our rational curves L^ from (1.6). By adjusting the choice ofK
and the quartic formy used in building the quintic V containing !<„, we can insure
that no node (1.10) of V lies on L^. We next wish to concern oui selves with the
computation of the normal bundle v^ ,v to Ln m V. Since L^ = — 2 in Q,, we
have an exact sequence
(1.14)

o->^(~-2)^^.v^^L»^o-

Lemma (1.15). — For generic choice off{X) in (1.9) the sequence ( 1 . 1 4 ) is not split.
So, for generic V as above,
•^L,.VS^(-I)+^(-I).

Proof. — We resolve the singularities of V by forming
^ { ( ( ^ ^ e ^ x V : xe^}.
234
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Then the normal bundle to Q^in V is 0^. By (1.14), in order to prove the lemma
it suffices to show that, for appropriate choice of/(X) in (1.9), the bundle ^^ has
no non-zero section. But any section would give a section ofc^q^ which extends
Ln

to a non-zero section ofc^Q ^. In other words, L^ would have to extend to a subvariety
(1.16)

4(^0^)

where Q/e) is the first order deformation of Q determined by the family {Q,(o.6)}.
To complete the proof of the lemma, we rephrase (i. 16) in analytic terms. We
have
7T : V -> P1

with fibre Q^,&)- Let ^(^ ^^(Q^ip z) be the (locally defined) flat section of
R^Z) whose value at a == o is the Chern class of L^. Let co(a) eH^O^i)) be
a locally defined holomorphic section of the Hodge subbundle

y <= R'T^C)
such that co(o) + o. The inclusion (1.16) implies that r^{a) is of type (i, i) to first
order at a = o, that is, the holomorphic function
^ = JQ(^)^) A ^
!)h

has — (o) = o. Thus
oa
f ^(,),,(o) =-;«.(,) ^(,).
Q

But 7](fl) is flat so that — = o and we conclude

(-.)• j^(°)

0.

Ln^

However no L^ is homologous to a multiple of the hyperplane section of Q^, and we
have already mentioned that, by choosing/appropriately in (i .9), the deformation Q,(e)
of Q, can be made to be an arbitrary infinitesimal deformation of Q, inside the space
of all quartic hypersurfaces. By the local deformation theory of Kg surfaces, there
exist deformations for which (1.16)' is violated, so it must be violated for a generic
choice of/(X) in (i .9), and the proof of the lemma is complete.
Now suppose Vo is any (possibly singular) quintic hypersurface in P4 with the
property that there is a smooth rational curve
Cc=Vo

such that G contains no singular point of Vo. We wish to find various conditions to
describe when the normal bundle ^c,v. has no sections. (Of course, |by (1.14)?
^v^ has no sections if and only if ^c.v. ^ ^c(— I ) + ^c(— I )-) Let d = degree C.
235
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where, if V^ is defined by Fo(X) = o, the mapping (*) is given by
(^0,...,4-SO,^.
3

C/X,

We want to use the diagram ( 1 . 1 7 ) to get an explicit description of ^ v . To this
end, suppose that C is parametrized by
' •
a : PI -> C
C'- 1 8 )

(^^^(a^o,^)),^,...,,.

Then we have a second commutative diagram with exact rows and columns
o

o

I I
(PC===^
I I
o—^sr^^Oc-^^v —^o
^I9)

I
0

I

I"

—^ ^ —> ^v. ® ^c —>^c v. —* o

1

0

i

0

where the mapping (**) is given by
.-4-4^^-+^l

^o

236
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Pulling diagrams (1.17) and (1.19) back to P1 via a in ( i . 18), we see that a section
of^cy, is given by a set

(1.20)

(^(Wi)),=o,...,4

of five homogeneous forms of degree d subject to the condition that
(i.ai)

S<r,(f)|t(a(f)) s o .

The expression (1.20) gives the zero section of ^^ y i^ an(! ^ly i^ there exist linear
forms a{t), r(^) such that
(1.22)

^) == a{t) ^ (^ + T(^) ^ (^

j = o, . . . , 4.

ou

(7^0

l

We are now reduced to a computation in linear algebra. If we write out the
condition (1.21) in powers t^t^ with a + b = 5</, we obtain a system of (5^ + i) equations in the ^{d + i) unknowns CT^ where
(^)=

S

o^<^.

a' + &' = d

This system is given by a (5</ + i) X 5{d + i) matrix
(1.23)

M(a,Fo)

whose entries are homogeneous of degree one in the coefficients of F()(X) and homogeneous of degree 4 in the coefficients ofa(^). The equations (i .22) give a 4-dimensional
set of solutions to the system of equations so that:
Lemma (1.24). — ^c y has no non-trivial sections if and only tf,
^c.v.^c(-i) +^c(-i)
if and only if the matrix M(a, Fo) in (i. 23) is of maximal rank, if and only if the forms
H
ax, (a(^
of degree ^d generate the homogeneous forms of degree ^d on P1.

We are now reduced to a constant count in order to achieve the result claimed
in the first paragraph of § i. We view
(1.25)

F(ao(^....,a^)) = 0

as a system of (5^ + i) equations on
pC^-ixp^+D-i^

where the coordinates of the first projective space are the coefficients of the variable
quintic form F(XQ, .. .3 X4) = o, and the coordinates of the second projective space
237
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are the coefficients of the variable homogeneous forms a-(^) of degree d. Elementary
dimension theory says that every component of the solution set y of (i. 25) has dimension
greater than or equal to 5 + 4\| + 2. So this must be true at the solution

(

4

/

a: P 1 ^!^ S V

occurring in Lemma (1.15). However, since the normal bundle to L^ in V has no
sections the fibre dimension of the projection
/5+4^

(1.26)

y ->^

4

.

)~1

at this solution is exactly 3. In fact the fibre is parametrized by PGL(2). So by looking
at dimensions the map (1.26) must be surjective. Thus:
Theorem (1.27). — Ifd(n) is the degree of the rational curve L^ occurring in (the proof
of) Lemma (i .4)3 the generic quintic threefold contains a smooth rational curve G of degree d{n)
with normal bundle
^c(-i) +^c(-i)-

In fact, using Lemma (1.24)3 we can explicitly " solve " the equation (1.25)
by power series methods near a solution (C, Vo) with ^c v == ^c(~ I ) + ^c(~~ I )For, if we consider the linear variation of quintics
(1.28)

F,(X) = Fo(X) + XF(X),

we can repeatedly differentiate the equation F^(a(X, t)) = o with respect to X. Evaluating the resulting equations at X = o, we obtain equations
4

on „

Qlp

5 ——3 (t) —° (a(^)) = polynomial expression in
j=.o (W
()Xj
CftV

(••^

f^V

B^-^t-C"- ^...ox,'-""

^^/Y

an<l

a-'C'

fer

"• < "-

Since the matrix M(a, Fo) in (i .23) is of maximal rank, we can solve (i .29) successively
for the terms of
a(X, t) = a(^) + Xa'(^) + XV^) + . . .

The resulting solution is unique up to the action of GL(2), that is, if (B(X, t) is another
solution then there exists a holomorphic function a^ with values in GL(2) such that
a(M) =(B(X,o^)).

2« Rational curves through nodes
We return to the quartic surface Q, ^ P3 defined in (1.3) and to the threefolds

(a. i)
238
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as in (1.9). Here y(X) = y(Xo, ..., Xg) defines Q^and /(X) and/(X) are arbitrary
forms of degrees one and four respectively. The sixteen nodes of the three-fold (2.1)
are always on Q^ but can be moved on Q by changing their defining equations
^(X) =/(X) == o. So given n^ eZ, we can arrange that our threefold (2.1) have
exactly one node on !*„ and that no other L^ pass through any node, where {LyJngz
is the family of rational curves described in (1.6). By choosing ^(X) andy(X) generically with this property, we can in fact insure, as we have seen in § i, that for our
particular choice of threefold Vo in (2.1)5 for all n 4= ^o,
(2.2)

^,Vo^^J-l)+^(-l).

As before we let Fo(X) denote the polynomial (2.1) and Vo denote the associated quintic
hypersurface. Let Go denote the rational curve L^ in Vo.
Lemma (2.3). — For generic choice O/VQ with a node on Go, the curve Co is rigid in Vo*

Proof. — Let V be the threefold obtained by blowing up the nodes of Vo, and
let E be the exceptional divisor of \^ over the distinguished node py of Vo. Let G be
the proper transform of Go. The negativity of the normal bundle to E in V gives that
the only deformations of
G + (curve in E)

in V which do not have a component lying in E are deformations ofG or G + L^ or
G + I^, where L^ and Lg are the lines on E passing through (6 n E). If V is as in
the proof of Lemma (1.15) we have
9i:V-^V,

a mapping which, say, blows down the ruling containing L^. A deformation of G
or G + Li would give rise to a deformation of G^ = 9^ (G) in V. But we have seen
in the proof of Lemma (1.15) that for generic choice ofy(X) in (2.1),
^C^=^(-I)®^(~I)

making deformations of C^ impossible. Next we let
V^ = (smooth threefold obtained from V by blowing down the ruling
of E which contains L^).
We claim that, if G^ denotes the image of G in Vg, again
^,V^^(-I)®^(-I)

in the generic case. To see this, first notice that the sheaf c^g y injects into each of
the two sheaves, ^ 9 anc^ ^c ,v 5 under the natural maps. The c< downward modification " given by restricting from ^ ,'v to ^e subsheaf ^g.v w1^ 1^^ ^e effect
of lowering the degree of one of the two summands in the splitting of ^o ^ by one.
Which summand is reduced in degree depends on the direction in which the center
229
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of the blowing up V ->V meets G^ at ^o. The summand of ^ ^ which passes
through PQ in that distinguished direction is the one which is not altered. Conversely,
the c< upward modification " given by passing from ^^v to t^le sheaf ,/t^ ,v containing
it will have the effect of raising the degree of the " non-distinguished summand " by one.
So suppose we can find a special case in which
i)

^ ^ Q + ^(- 2)

but where
ii) the fibre of the 0 summand of ^c ^ at the point over ?Q gives a direction different
from that of (p^Lg).
Then blowing up along ^(Lg) gives ^c,v ^ ^(~~ i ) © ^ ( — 2). Since, in this
decomposition, only the direction of the factor <!){— i) is uniquely determined at each
point, there is only one upward modification of ^g,v which will give ^ © ^ ( — 2 ) ,
all others giving Q{— i) © Q{— i). Since the direction of Lg at the point of G over ?Q
is not that of the factor (P{— i) of^gv? t^le upward modification in this case will yield
^,v^ ^(~ i) + ^(-i).

But if this last happens for a special case, it must happen in the generic case by semicontinuity.
So we need only find a Vo for which i) and ii) hold. That is, we need to find
a Vo such that, for the pencil of quartic surfaces Q,(^) c Vo, we have that:
i) Co c Q, deforms to first order in the pencil,
ii) the first order deformation of Co does not pass through the basepoint ?Q of the pencil.
It is possible to achieve this for the following reasons:
i) Since it is only one condition on deformations of the quartic surface Q c P3
that Go deforms to first order, a constant count shows that if
y(Xo,...,X3)+X/(Xo,...,X3,o)

is a generic such deformation, then (2.1) can still be taken to have 16 distinct ordinary
nodes as its only singularities.
ii) It therefore suffices to find some deformation such that ?Q does not lie on the
first order deformation of Go. Then the same will be true for the generic deformation i).
iii) One can construct such a deformation by taking an element ^ of the Lie algebra
of PGL(4) which moves py in a direction tangent to Q but normal to Co and choosing
a linear deformation which is tangent the one parameter family exp(X^)Q^, X e C.
This completes the proof of Lemma (2.3).
Since Co is rigid in Vo, the " constant count" argument in (i .25) ft. gives that
the curve Go c Vo must have deformations in each linear pencil
(2.4)
240
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given by the family of equations
Fo(X) + XF(X) = o ,

X e C,

for any choice ofquintic form F(X). We choose F(X) generically—i.e. so that its zero
set is smooth, meets Vo transversely, and contains none of the nodes ofVo. As in § i,
we look for solutions
(2.5)

Fo(a(M)) +XF(a(M)) EE o.

This time we will center our attention at
(1,0, . . . , o ) eP 4
which we assume to be the node ofVo, and will use coordinates t = (t^, t^ such that
when X === ^ === o
oc(M) = (1,0, . . . , o ) .
But now setting t == (i, o) and looking at the left-hand-side of (2.5) as a polynomial
in X we obtain a contradiction since Fo(a(X, (i, o))) has no constant or first-order term
in X whereas F(a(X, (i, o))) has constant term
F(i,o, . . . , o ) + o.
We remedy this by

(<

base extension ", that is, we write
2

(2.6)

X == (i ,
Fo(|B((x, t)) + ^FdBdx, t)) = o

with p(o, (i, o)) == (i, o, ..., o). As in § i, we successively differentiate (2.6) with
respect to (JL and set (JL == o. The first time we do this, we obtain the equation

^)

0

i^^^S^'^ -

The equation (2.7) is homogeneous of degree ^d in (^ ^i). As in § i, we write (2.7)
out in powers of ^5 ^r The coefficient of t^ is zero, and so we get ^d equations in
5(^4- i) unknowns. As in (1.21), solutions to (2.7),
<^) = |
| (o» t),
give sections of the normal sheaf ^Vy y. Since only a four-dimensional set of solutions
correspond to the action of GL(a), there must be a solution to (2.7) which gives a
non-zero section of the normal sheaf .^CoV.'
Suppose now that (2.7) had a set of solutions of dimension >_ 6. We write
g(o,^^+...
(a.8)
^{^,t))==f^<i-lh+... .
241
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Now fo = o, and by our assumption that Vo has only an ordinary node at (i, o, * . . , o),
the by must satisfy a non-trivial relation
^/,»,-0.

So, under the natural mapping
r(^c.,Vo)-^C!3

which is given by evaluating sections at (^o? ^) == (i, o), the images of our sections

^-^M
dy.
go onto at most a two-dimensional subspace of the image vector space. This means
that for V as in the proof of Lemma (2.3), it is at most one condition that a section
of^c^v^lift to a section o f ^ p ^ ^ under the natural map
V —> Vo

u|

u|

C, —> Go.
This is because the composition
(2.9)

^c,,v -^c..v. - C3,

restricted to the point of G^ lying over (i, o, ..., o) e Co, has one-dimensional image,
and any analytic section of ^Co,Vo? defined locally near (i, o, . . . , o ) and passing
through the image of (2.9) at Co, lifts to a locally defined section of ^ci,^- ^ow
we have arranged our choice of Vo so that
H°(Gi;^)==o,
so it cannot be that
dimH°(Co;^c.,v.)^2.
So (2.7) can have at most a five-dimensional set of solutions, four dimensions of which
come from the action of the group GL(2).
Notice that we could as well have made this last argument with «^c.,v, instead
of^ ^ since, as we saw in the proof of Lemma (2.3), both normal bundles can be
taken to be equal to (9{— I ) + C ? ( — i). Since no non-trivial section of ^(^^ Vo ^ts
to either ^ 9 or ^c v 3 we can conclude that sections of^^vo ^or ^vhich
ySiV

^^^x^1'0'---'0^^0

J,fc (7X.<7X^

242
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must have ^ == ... = 64 == o. This is because (/^ .. .5/4) in (2.8) is the direction
of Co in the tangent cone to VQ at (i, o, ..., o), so that the common solutions to

,s^-°
and the above quadratic equation give precisely the union of the images of ^ ^
and^y, in^^.
So there is a four-dimensional set of simultaneous solutions to (2.7) and the
inhomogeneous quadratic equation

^"^

c^F

^^^(I? °5 • • •' 0)^ = -2F(I'°' • • •' 0)

(see (2.8) and (2.6)). Now if we differentiate (2.6) twice with respect to [L and set
( 1 = 0 , we obtain

^

0

0

j^ .'"^ -')
--,S^(P(.,,))t(.,.)l(»>')-^(o,.)).

By (2.10) the coefficient oft^ in (2.11) is zero so (2.11) becomes a system of5rf equations
in (5^ + 5) unknowns. This system is of maximal rank since we have seen above that
^^(P(0,<))^)=0

has exactly a five-dimensional set of solutions.
So there is a four-dimensional linear set of simultaneous solutions to (2.11) and
any equation of the form
o2 T

(2.12)

s

.y .°

J,fc C7Xj(7X^

o2 Q

^Q

( i , o , . . . , o ) — — ( o , ( i , o ) ) — ( o , ( i , o ) ) = constant
(7(1-

C\L

8^

for given values of — (o, t)» As before, there will be an appropriate choice of constant
8[L

in (2.12) which makes consistent the system of equations obtained by differentiating (2.6)
three times and setting [L = o.
We repeat the process to solve successively for
^(3.
y^(o^),

j = o , ...,4.

As before our solutions are determined modulo GL(2) except, this time, at the first
stage, the fact that (2.10) is quadratic will mean that we have two deformations of Go.
This is because, if
^t)==^t)+^f(t)+^f{t)
243
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is a solution of (2.6) modulo pi3, then so is
P(M^i)(I+v<r))

for any (2 X 2)-matrix cr and small v.
(2.13)

So differentiating

Fo((3((x, (^ ^(1 + V(T))) + ^F((B((I, (^, ^(1 + vo)))

with respect to [L and v and setting (A === v == o we obtain that

(2.14)

P'(Wi) + (Wi)<^

^o,^
%e
ftx
V^0'^/

solves (2.7). Differentiating (2.13) twice with respect to (A and once with respect
to v and setting [L = v = o, we obtain that the coefficients oftf} in (2.14) also solve (2. lo).
Thus the simultaneous solutions to (2.7) and (2.10) must actually be made up of two
parallel linear sets of dimension four. So a(^) = (B(o, t) will have two prolongations (B([JI, t) modulo the action of GL(2).
In other words, the rational curve Gg c Vo fits into a locally defined family
C^. <= V,
in (2.4).
3. Impossibility of finite generation
We return again to the equation
(3.1)

W7(X) + X,/(X) == o

in (2.1). Choosing ./(X) outside a countable union of hypersurfaces in the set of all
quintics we arrange that the curve S ^ Q defined by
(3.2)

X, = y(X) ==/(X) = o

is non-singular and meets each curve L^, n eZ, transversely (see (1.6)), and that

S n L^ n L^ == 0
for all w, n e Z, m 4= n. Also we choose ./(X) as in Lemma (1.15) so that no Ly, stays
algebraic to first order in the direction /(X^, X^, X^, X3, o).
Next choose a linear pencil of hyperplanes
(3.3)

^(X) = Vo(X) + ^i(X),

s == (^05^1) ^^ such that no hyperplane ^g(X) == o contains more than one point
of the countable set
(3.4)
244
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and such that any ^(X) containing a point of (3.4) meets Q^ transversely. Again it
is a question of choosing /,(X) outside a countable union of hypersurfaces in the set
of all pencils. Now form the two-parameter family of quintics
V(^,X),

XeC,

.reP 1 ,

given by
(3.5)

W?(X) + X^/(X) + XF(X) = o

for F(X) generic. (Compare (3.5) with (3.1) and (1.28).)
for all s eP1. Also

Notice that Q^ c V(^, o)

^,V(,,0)^^(-I) + ^ ( - 1 )

whenever L^ does not contain one of the singular points of V(J, o).
We pick a basepoint ?eP 1 such that the hyperplane ^(X) = o contains no
point of the set (3.4). Suppose now that we had a relation
(3.6)

S ^L^o
H^N

which held on some open set U containing (?, o) in P1 X C. Here w denotes rational
equivalence, and the c^ are integers. For each n with
\n\ ^N,

let ^ e P1 be such that V(^, o) has a node on L^ (and hence on no other L^). We
can choose paths Yn m P1 with
^Tn-^-^O

such that, if s e (y^ —{•Sn})? then, for all w with \m\ < N,
(3.7)

L^ contains no singular point of V(^, o).

So also ^,v(,.o) ^ ^L,(- i) + ^L,(- i) if ^ e Y n . ^ + ^ or if s e (^ - {A^}), n = m.
The relation (3.6) would have to continue itself along y^ to a relation
(3.8)

A(X^) + S
-.^-'

|w|^N
m +n

A(X) ^ vo
\

:

valid in V^ ^ ^ for small X by § i and § 2. So how, as in § 2, we make the base extension
^t2 = \ to get a family of threefolds
(3.9)

W,^V^

parametrized by (JL in an ambient fourfold 'with sixteen ordinary nodes coming from
the sixteen nodes ofV(, Q). We blow up these nodes in the fourfold to obtain a smooth
ambient space in which the family (3.9) specializes to the normal crossing variety
WO=V+SEJ
24S
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in which the E^. are disjoint threefolds, each isomorphic to a smooth quadric in PA ^ is
the proper transform of V(, ^ and
'
V.E^ = smooth quadric surface ^ P1 x P1.
So the left-hand-side of (3.8) gives a " normal function 5?

Z ( ( X ) = ^ L ^ ) + 2 ^L,((i2).
w+n

We pick, as in [i]; (3.2a)-(3.23), a continuously varying three-chain rf108^
,

\2m/

,

^h^ =z(tA)
1

flrfet !

and wish to compute the monodromy
(3•to)

zero.

r ^ + z -rf^
\ 2TO

^

I 2TO /

The first step is to compute the limiting position of Z((i) in Wo as (A approaches
As in [2]; Lemma (2.2), the resulting formula is
limz

^) = ^ + M) + S <A,
w+n

where L,, is the proper transform of L» and M is a line in the quadric, say E^ corresponding to the node through which L, passes. This is because L» has the node as a
simple point. (See the proof of Lemma (2.2) in [2].) To compute the monodromy
of this situation, we proceed just as in (5.23) of [3]. The vanishing cycle (3.10) is
the image under a Gysin mapping of a two-cycle y in E^ n ^ which is homologous,
in Ei, to c,M. The following sequence of four figures may help visualize the situation:

FIG. i. — Family L^(y.) in variety (x» =^ + .... 4. ^
!W

FIG. 2. — Lift of family 'L,nW a^ter blowing up node in Figure I

FIG. 3. — lim r {logiA) £ Wo = V + EI + ...
(JL-».O

\ 27CI /

In Wp,:

In Wo:

Q....;_.J
Q^D
FIG. 4. — 'rhe vanishing cycle over

lim r (—°—| H V n E^

LIA-^O

\ 27Tt / J
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The family (3.9) has sixteen vanishing cycles
(3.")

<^)eH3(W^Z),

one for each node of V^,, and (3,10) must have the form
16

(3-ia)

c^(y.) + 2 2a,^.((A),

fl,eZ.

,

The vanishing cycles have one relation coming from the fact that
rankH,(V(,^;Z) = 2
(see [3]; (i. 2 7)).

This relation is

16

(3-'3)

2
2a,((i)=o.

j-l

The relation (3.13) says that, in the Neron model for the family of intermediate Jacobians
J(WJ, (x near o, the fibre J(W<,) has as its group of components
16

(3.14)

i] Zcr,
Ll
————
16
16
Z( S <T,) + S 2Z<T,
J
1-1
j=l

(^e M, § 3).

By Theorem (3.23) of [i], the normal function

^ '5)

J/^eJ(W,)
- \ 27ri /

gives a well-defined section whose extension over y. == o lies in the component of TfWn)
given by (3.12). So the assumption (3.6) that Z(pQ is rationally equivalent to zero
implies that the section (3.15) is the zero section which in turn implies that ^, represents
zero in the group (3.14). So <•„ must be even.
We repeat the argument for each n with \n\ ^ N to get that
Inl^N^"1'" w °

""P11®8 au ^

even

-

Now suppose < = degree L» and that the subgroup of J(V^,) generated by
me images
5a)(LJ — <0(plane section)
had < M generators, or even that, when we tensor this group with %, there are
< M generators. We would then have that, if N^ M/2, there must be a relation

^cnLnw0'
So each ^ is even and
(3.i6)

S ^
(n|^N2

-^5
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gives a point of order 2 in J(V^ ^). Let

S c=z-{-N,...,N}
be another set of more than M integers. Again there must be a relation
S c^ » o
nes

S -n L^

and again

neS 2

is of order two inJ(V/, ^). Repeating the argument for successive disjoint sets in Z, we
will eventually find two disjoint sets giving the same point of order two in J(V^).
So either there is an S c Z — { - — N , . . . , N } giving rise to the same point of
order 2 in J(V(,^) that (3.16) does, in which case we get
(3.17)

S ^L^ S
|n|^N 2

cn

^

neS 2

giving zero in J(V^), or we can eliminate (3.16) from the set of points of order 2
ofJ(V/^) and apply the same argument all over again, with Z — { — - N , . . . , N }
replacing Z and the set
(3.i3)

J(V(.,x))(2)~ {point (3.16)}

replacing the set J(V^^)^ of points of order two. But (3.17) means that, if | ^ | < N
then c^ is divisible by four. This goes exactly as (3.6)-(3.15). Since some c^, \ n \ < N,
is not infinitely divisible, there must exist N' >_ N such that, if

S'c: (Z^^M',...,^})
then S -n L^ can never give the same point of order two as (3. i6).
n€S' 2

Now replace Z by (Z - { — N', ..., N'}) and J(V^)(2) by (3.18) and repeat
the reasoning. Eventually we will have eliminated all points of order two inJ(V^)^
from consideration and obtain a contradiction to the assumption that the image of the
Abel-Jacobi map is finitely generated inJ(V^) or even the assumption that this group,
when tensored with Q, is finitely generated. So the theorem announced in the introduction is proved.
Note: The referee has pointed out that the rather cumbersome argument of the last three paragraphs can be
replaced by the following lemma from linear algebra: Let Y be an abelian group with
Itorsion c (Q/Zr.
Then
dimp,(r/ar) <, dimQ(r ® Q) + r.
4

Proof: r<->- Q X (Q/Z)^ If Pi is the pull-back of T in Q^, then I\/2l\ surjects onto r/aF and one
is reduced to the torsion-free case.
219
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